
   

Nakamichi Reinvents the Sound Bar – Launches Shockwafe Series 

New innovative 11 speaker driver sound bar aims to bring industry standards to new heights. 

San Jose, CA May, 2016 – Meet SHOCKWAFE, Nakamichi’s reference seris sound bar in a return to its 

original, high-end heritage. It delivers a true 5.1 Dolby Audio and DTS Digital Surround sound experience. 

Offering lifelike surround, room-filling sound and unparalleled design, it produces the most realistic and 

immersive sound stage to your home theater environment. 

“After a year of intensive research and engineering, we have created a cutting-edge sound bar that we 

are confident of disrupting the market,” says Nakamichi Vice-President, Brian Law. “With the new 

SHOCKWAFE Pro, we are stretching the industry’s limits and are proud to offer something revolutionary.” 

Precedent is something SHOCKWAFE Pro 7.1 left behind. It houses 11 speaker drivers, including two 

exclusive Surround Effects tweeters and an 8” wireless subwoofer. The Surround Effects tweeters 

produce high frequency sounds, resulting in unmatched acoustic wideness and depth. The 5 DSP 

chipsets enable enhanced surround sound processing, providing the user 15 EQ modes to choose from. 

The subwoofer features a ported vent design and a fast-reflex custom-made driver cone, ensuring the 

loudest, deepest and most accurate bass offered by any 7.1 sound bar system. With individually sealed 

chambers, SHOCKWAFE Pro 7.1 delivers superior acoustic separation, promising true-to-life audio clarity. 

For the best user experience, it comes with a smart LCD backlit universal remote control, enabling 

visibility in the dark and offers all connectivity options. 

SHOCKWAFE Pro is the first ever sound bar packaged with true 5.1 Dolby Audio and DTS Digital 

Surround, 2 innovative Surround Effects tweeters, 5 DSP chipsets, 15 DSP modes, and 11 speaker 

drivers, all to provide the most immersive home theater experience. The loudest and deepest sound bar 

in its class, it delivers up to 104dB of crystal clear sound and 35Hz of room-shaking bass. The backlit 

LCD remote and 3 available HDMI ports add simplicity and flexibility to today’s complex home theater 

systems. 

For more information, visit www.nakamichi-usa.com. 

For press contact, please email press@nakamichi-usa.com. 

Additional Features 

Other features of SHOCKWAFE Pro 7.1 include the following: 

 Dolby Audio 

 DTS Digital Surround 

 Bluetooth enabled 

 2 HDMI IN (4K Pass-Through) + 1 ARC OUT 

 1 Co-axial IN 

 1 Optical IN 

 1 Aux-IN 
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